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Harnessing how small businesses create value 
can enable growthcan enable growth…

Think Create Know

and enable small businesses to collectively achieve their 
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…and enable small businesses to collectively achieve their 
dreams



What our customers think 
changes the way we work…
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Traditional ways of customer learningy g

Thi  k d ll f  l li  l  h  
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This worked well for annual cyclic releases where 
we drove the innovation process…



But there were drawbacks of the black box 
approach

This is why I will never recommend Intuit to anyone. does anyone 
read these (suggestions)? I’ve written others of these comments 

pp

suggesting improvements in the MAC programs and have not 
received a response. Hello? Hello?

Hi (is anyone really reading this?), 
Sometimes I don’t really know but I hope.

Would greatly appreciate help if any human 
being reads this submission. Thanks! 

Our users want to consume and co-create
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http://www.quickbooks.com/innercircle



Democratizing innovationg

Adopting a best practice internally  seeking Adopting a best practice internally, seeking 
external inspiration

Users can share & discuss ideas openly

1500+ users, 200+ ideas with us hard at work 
on the top ideas for the upcoming release

We can’t share what we’re working on, but 
we’re working around it!
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The marketplace: What small 
businesses create

What our customers create 
can help us all grow…
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businesses create…p g



Customer Problem

I need a unique look that I need a unique look that 
stands out & makes me 
look more established…

Bob’s  

I’ve tried doing it myself, 
but wasn’t too happy with 
the outcome…

Home Inspection 
Services

Unluckily I have a tight 
budget and can’t spend a 
fortune
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Possible SolutionsPossible Solutions

Partner with a company that provides DIY design Partner with a company that provides DIY design 
tools
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can create logos and more
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Possible SolutionsPossible Solutions

Partner with a company that provides DIY design Partner with a company that provides DIY design 
tools

Work with a firm that has in house designers that 
can create logos and more

Provide a library of thousands of designs and let 
users pick one that matches their needs

Connect users with designers worldwide giving 
them flexibility on pricing and a large selection of 
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them flexibility on pricing and a large selection of 
designs to pick from
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http://creative.intuit.com



Growth for all

b ffBusinesses grow by getting a cost effective unique 
identity (savings of ~$1,000) with at least 50 
designs to pick from

Designers get more business, can grow their portfolio

Intuit monetizes each transaction  along with the Intuit monetizes each transaction, along with the 
adjacent printing services
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Our businesses are connecting within our 
ecosystem for more than just design servicesy j g
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Networking the base, helping businesses save 
time and find more customers

Finding a service is social in nature

• Businesses often asked one another and value 
referrals

• Decisions are made on relationships, reputation or p , p
price

I t it b i    i t t d i  Intuit businesses are very interested in 
marketing themselves to our customers
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http://connect.intuit.com



What the crowd knows  Data What the crowd knows… Data 
behaviorWhat our customers know can 

help them be more successful…
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Imagine a world where our small business 
customers…

Are helping one another… without even knowing itAre helping one another… without even knowing it

Are alerted on key financial indicators, with specific 
ti  th t th   t k  t  b   f lactions that they can take to be more successful

Can find solutions that are right for them, based on 
th i  b i  ttheir business type
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Imagine a world where our small business 
customers…

Are helping one another… without even knowing itAre helping one another… without even knowing it

Are alerted on key financial indicators, with specific 
ti  th t th   t k  t  b   f lactions that they can take to be more successful

Can find solutions that are right for them, based on 
th i  b i  t

QuickBooks Alerts

their business type

You seem to be taking 5 more days collecting 
payments as compared to businesses like yours. 
Send an email reminding your customers of 

QuickBooks Alerts
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Send an email reminding your customers of 
outstanding balances now.
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Intuit Trends – an Intuit Workplace App



Unlocking the collective wisdom of the crowd 
and learning a lot in the processg p

We have the data, but it isn’t always easy 
to use

Requests to tie it back into QuickBooks and q Q
providing alerts to businesses

Accountants would like a solution tailored 
to providing business advice to their clients
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Harnessing how small businesses create value 
can enable growthcan enable growth…

Think Create Know

and enable small businesses to collectively achieve their 
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…and enable small businesses to collectively achieve their 
dreams



Key Learnings in SBDy g

Think of social as an enabler and Think of social as an enabler and 
prioritize it appropriately

Need not be resource intensive,  
experiments / partnerships can p / p p
help get to market quickly

Give up control to gain the 
wisdom of the crowd and watch 
for surprises
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for surprises


